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Administration To See Plans
For New Classroom Building
Preliminary drawings for the
three-story Classroom Building
No. 1 to be constructed on campus and completed in 1957 will
be brought here in the "near future" for approval, Executive
Dean C. Grant Burton said late
yesterday.
tr. Burton learned that the
plain are Corning Wednesday when
he and Dr. Benjamin F, Naylor,
head of the Chemistry and Physical Science Department, were In

Chairman Tells
Mixer Events
Official schedule for the March
3 Frodi-Sopli Mier in the Men’s
gym was announced by Freshman
Jim Blackwell, mixer chairman.
yesterday.
First eve* oil the Program Is a
variety of gangs in which everyone present will partidpate and
We" *starting at 5:30 p.m, and
Wig until 630 p.m, Next will
21 ar.
a Lebn4imeitims hand will
play for the diners. After supper,
at 7:30 p.m., a series of all-Froth
and all-Soph shows will entertain
the crowd,
A sock-hop, to the music of ’"The
Cherokees" will get under way at
8:30 p.m. and the mixer will break
up at 10:30 p.m., giving the many
girls faced with lock-out problems
a chance to get home in plenty
of time,

Sacramento diseussing changes in
the working plans of the new
52,109.000 science building wing
with officials in the state Departrnent of Architecture.
More offices were added to the
Classroom Building so additional
plans had to be drawn, Dr. Burton
said.
The plans, when completed. will
call for 31 classrooms, 2 laboratories with associated auxiliary
rooms, 45 two-man offices and division and department offices, an
audio-visual service center and a
laboratory for 25 students.
This building will be located to
the east of the Speech and Drama
Building along San Fernando TALL GUILD’ 0110111IIS. Ose et the features of Revelries at 11166 Is
the tall-girte cheer winch epees the production. Chorus sseerbers.
street in the drill field.
The master plan for campus who average about 6 ft. le In., p.m& thee roma, accompanied
ere
buildings calls for the proposed ad- by a frolieldag, gay noideal atmosphere. Loaded in the gTe
Gives. Marilyn How Chris illebesa.Kathy
ministration building to be situat- Orme Beast, aretalmot
Part
of
the
gasp
(=awed
fitieseering.
and
Taboo
above)
Laidig
ed on the corner of an Fernando mob
be WON at tesigbra or tonmorrow night’s final peellemosee.
and 7th streets. These two Wild
Inge will cover most of the vacant
area, Dr. Burton said.
The Spartan Sliop will be next
to the Journalism-SulMing Walkways will be between the Map
WA the other bilk buildiigi.
.itirailintirsevimmeenve

Ballet, Tunes, Ballad, Talent
Will Highlight Revelries Show

L Talk- budget

TAIPEI, FORMOSA, Feb, 17
(UP)The Chinese Corniounists
broke a lull of almost four days in
the Formosa Strait today with a
bombardment of the Nationalist
island outpost of Quemoy.
Nationalist sources said the
Communists’ action indicated the
appeal to Peiping by Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles for a
peaceful solution of the Formosa
crisis meant the appeal would fail.
RAI-SHER COMPTON:NT
TAIPEIH, FORMOSA, Feb. 17
Chking ICal(UP)General
shek predicted tiliday that his Nationalist tamp can defeat the
0:enalindste On the China mainland eon thosgh the Reds outnailer there foto to one.
Pig Mild that very few" of the
Otaiiilielst =Ulm are "reliable,"
what lie Neatioasta poems "abseil& gellellideas for victory."

‘Faito1Pietform Is
Stand of Pigeon
"And If elated." the pions addressed a mist diabitersele3 wetwag; "I dud import hum Sir
kellgest Isitenes. reties is the
Ow10s. .
11111illy ’the bird fleshed Ids
abaci miTeit:
’led Ishell sae that it sill be
fate Way. sigh* eider, with a
55-411 high and light Mods beaminn itt1llar13. an stilled by UP."
The Mem essi off to staff a
bail Iwo
With, SW a eistmeg. Is no noes
Wit

Today’s voting will piece fifteen
new officers in the SJS student
government in the second largest
election of the school year
IPolls, located in the inner quad
will be open for voting at -9 a.m.
and will close at 4 p.m. Students
;must present their ASB card to
i vote.
"We will try to hold the elections outside because more people
vote when the polls are in the
7
Inner Quad than when they are in
the Morris Dailey foyer," said Stan
Croonquist, Student Court duel
justice. "However, if it rains. we
will move them into the foyer of
the auditorium"
Two kinds of ballots, one for
class offices and one for ASR offices will be used in today’s elections. The junior justice positions
open on the Student Court are
ASB and subject to the vote nt the whole student body.
Results of the election will he
broadcast over 110CRX at 7 p m.
on "Spartan Salutes" and repeatv
ed on the 8 p.m. newness’s,: ilda
election posters must be
by 6 p.m. See Pages 4
fob
complete electiort detail..

auditorium jrnigh"7.1111114., tichet *West*. the
at
the Graduate Manager’s Office rePt. Fred Hareleread, deea of
vealed.
Instruction, and E. S. Thompson,
A number of choice seats for
beehose manager, are in Seerstomorrow’s performance of "In
nos= today where they are spAll My Dreams" still are available,
parbig before as Assembly
according to the Graduate Manways and means sub-comedttoo
ager’s Office.
Ii the first Mg preliminary to
The show, which is going into
the bottle for as Mifi FTE budIts final two nights of performget for MI In 11166-66.
ance, concerns a Broadway show
teamone half concerned with
continuing in musical, the other
half obsessed with "visions of
grandeur" in the form of a dramatic role.
Inter - Fraternity - Panhellenic
Leads for the show include
councils met early this week to George Watts, Jeri Welch and
discuss plans for combining Home- Darwin lineman.
coming floats next fall, according
GOP PICKS SAN FRANCISCO
SACRAMENTO, Feb. 17 (UP) to Sam Stetter, WC president.
"Combining the floats would reGov. Goodwin J. Knight said last
night "we Californians are delight- sult in splitting the cost and labed" with the "significant" selec- or for individual houses," Statler
Applications will be taken for
tion of San Francisco for the 1956 said.
He added the merger of floats Freshman Camp counselors until
Republican presidential nominatwould tend to eliminate some of
ing convention.
Friday, Feb. 25, Director Sherry
the current complaints that the
parades of the past have been Nuernberg announced yesterday.
*Me applicatiOn blanks may be
too lone.
"The councils should have their obtained at the reception desk in
recommendations on ways to imThe Faculty Council yesterday prove the parade reedy by next the ASB office in the Student Unapproved recommendation by the I week to submit to the various ion.
faculty load conmiittee that no campus governing organizations,"
Freshman men and Junior womaction be taken to remove limitaen especially are urged to apply.
said.
he
tions on student course load.
The committee recommendation,
proposed by Dr. William Gould,
chairman, received unanimous approval by the committee. It will
be sent to the administration.
Also approved was a joint stateet air same ad Meta, In
By JIM EGGERT
ment by President John T, WahlThe heads of the SJS ROM emeneating an the salaam
quist and Council Chairman Milton B. Rendahl witch will be sent and AFROTC units agree on the bora, said be doesn’t "satiates=
opinion that the college ROTC ape the AFILOTC prams Ali
to legislators in this area.
’Pb, Statement recommends use programs are in no danger of be- be dripped" at SI&
Col. Bristol remarked that soof the emergency clause in the ing discontinued. The Department
new adnessioa standard to curtail of Defense has been considered dis- milment has been good up to the
enrollments in proportion to the continuing ROM programs at patent. He said the SJS unit wail
physical facilities and the financ- schools that turn out only a small recently named the best AFROTC
number of ROTC graduates each unit In the area.
es avaltatde for faculty."
Col John E. Rogers, professor
year.
Dr. C. Great Burton, executive of military science and tactics,
dean at SJS, at a faculty meeting said that while "freshman areaSpartan Shop Board members recently said that he didn’t feel meet Is appoximately 100 leo then
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. to there was any cause for alarm last year," the Department at Deaccept or reject bids for corartic- here. Beaver. he advised the fac- fense has overlooked "our situation of the new Spartan Shap, ulty that oar ROTC units would tion this year because of the 13
William Feiss, graduate =meager need their "continued cooperation unit lindt"
CAL Rogers said that ROTC aannounced yeateedg. Actual work and assietance to regain aumaw= is down all over the
as the Wadies ht egssetad to be- fa"
S. U. Weibel, grams. cology.
P’ 33. amain to Tele

China Commies Resume
Quemoy Bombardment

klet.
A bench of lively tunes.
A few sentimental ballads.
A group of competent kids.
And with these Revelries of 1955
prepares to go into its fifth performance tonight when the band
strikes up at 11:15 o’clock in the
Morris Dailey auditorium.
A good-sized crowd of students

IFC-Panhell
Discuss Floats

Applications Open
For Counsel Posts

Faculty Affirms
Load Limit Stand

College ROTC Program Is in
No Danger of Discontinuance

Shop Construction

pag
* * *

N Polls Today
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See
Se Sports

Wistennisi Plans
D.Oram, atirkiiror -

’SAC. Mated yesterday that final
pia for the Weiteenat Bail
Feb. 21 at nye Auditor
will
be rellemed Monday. Bids will be
available Tuesday.

Rally To Talk Fund Change_
Acting on a suggestion hien the
Student Council meeting Wedges. day, rally executive conatiltie
members are re-considering a de.
cision teethed last week to Nice
Ugly Man contest funds ig
Student Union Building Fudig.
It was suggested at the council
meeting that the committee consider changing the recipient of the
contest funds, Shunji Ito, coMmittee chairman, reported at a rally
executive committee meeting Wed.
nesday.
"Some members of the council
feel the Student Union Building
Fund will not benefit the students
because It is a long-range project
and consequently will not stimulate interest in the contest." Ito
said.
The committee will oseedder
several recipients for the lastest
funds, he added.
Art Lund,
y
l(ASB
spresident.
ab
attended the meeideig end Mel
gated the funds be pleat he the
Campus Chest Fund.

IInside Dope

t

Campaign platforms far 0111111V,
dates in today’s edition asePtliellaa
on pages four and five.
Included in this giant /roue of
the Daily are the results of the
Bill4liusta Oars game lain sight,
page 8, H-Bomb deveiopments
around the world. pegs 11; RDmaws Report, page seam and
news of the advanced MEW student concert nod Tageagr, page
Nei=
gook=
Fine Ails
Inds
MIPsviv
Iheanroseelteoge
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Editorial

We’re Agin the Whole Idea
Don’t vote today. Everybody always wants you to vote . . .
but we don’t.
We loot at it like this... your. being so darned unconverrH6nol
if. you do. After all, only about one -seventh of the student body
voted in the winter elections last year... and who wants to go along
with such a small crowd? It’s much easier to stick with the big gang.
They ;gnored the whole business and saved themselves all the troub’e of vary:ng the familiar class -day routine.
Besides, if you do vote. . . you cut yourself out of so muck
gripe material. After all, if you don’t vote for any of them, you can
gripe about the job beirg done no matter who won the office. If
you vote for some of them and they win, you pretty much have to
inep quiet... and brother what ARE yqu going to do for converse Con in the Coop ... unless you’re %Mina) beside a good looking redhead)
And even blsides that (and now we’re drawing aid the ace) we
have iust discovered that it’s all a low-down. sneaky capitalistic plot
to get you to do what somebody’s always yammering about in
_c!asse . . . use our democratic privileges ... something about how
wonderful it is to choose our own officers blab blab when in Russia
blab blab,.. you know how THAT old line gods.
. , don’t vote today. Stick with the
So as we said before
shlip tr:ually seem to get taken care of.

Park Employment
Students Interested in working In national parks this summer should cheek at the Placement Office, 400131 100, according to Men. IrAllth A (Bah’) Hodson. part-time employment secretary’.

Council To Fill
Student Seats
For Centennial

SJS Mrennial Committee Announces
Dr. Ben Gilbert till Compose History
Dean Joe H. West, chairman of
the SJS Centennial Committee,
has announced that Dr. Benjamin
Gilbert. assistant professor of history at SJS, has been named by
the committee to prepare a history

Student positions on Centennial
committees will be filled by the
Student Council Wednesday, according to Art Lund, ASH president
Application forms and lists of
positions open on the various committees are available at the reception desk in the Student Union.

SHOW SLATE

Freshman and sophomore applicants are especially desired, Lund
said, as they will he, the upperclassmen during SJS’s 100th anniversary celebration.

STUDIO

1 Thrust and Parry 1
I)if feri lig Views
Dear Thrust and Parry:
interest trigg to note, in a recent
Daily. Mr Klitza lampooning the
arhertising segment of I.: S. ecoHormel. while close by a Mr SchulThan Was hacking for his keep on
- behalf of Philip Morris. The latter,
poor soul, limping under the twin
handicaps of a capitalistic contract and experience. wisely de-faulted
Mr Schulman doubtless was unaware that his homely P. M pony.
gene oillri be placed an intimately
near Mr Klitza’s- effortless syntax. Imagine Mr. Schrilman’s chagrin upon learning that. while he
Was crudely courting potential P.
-.M. users, Mr Klitm was spelling
out the evils of free enterprise
right nett’ door!
Bra, this is all pointless. ’The
terrible thing happened, and Mr
Schillman is ka-poof!! Mr. Klitia
should aeknowledge his passing.
For it isn’t ....eryday that a Schulif triA
perlit*
-TY1.1ti
10 VI,
th. 411141a.lation that
Me% data): hillovis when the alert
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chairman, Mrs. John Wahlquist,
Dr. Stanley Benz, the president of
Faculty Wives, the president of
IFC. the president of Pan -Hellenic, and two students appointed by
the Student Council.
.Open House and Exhibits: Dr.
Ralph Smith, chairman, Mies Barbara Wood. Dr. William Sweeney,
Ben Spaulding, Miss Marian Moreland. Dr. G. A. McCallum, Dr.
Richard Lewis. Dr. Gertrude Ca sins, and two students apPottited
by the Student Council.
I History: Mrs. Mildred Winters,
chairman, Clyde Arbuekle, Miss
’Joyce Backus, Dr. Benjamin Gilbert, Miss Clara Hinze, Miss Pa I tricia Loomis. one student appoint by the Student Council and th
President of the History Honor
Society.

The Student Council will also
DEAN JOE H. WEST
receiVe nominations for the appointments from the Freshman and of the college
to be published in
Sophomore classes at the Wednes- conjunction with the
centennial
conscience of liberalism displays day meeting, Lund notes.
celebration.
its wares in juxtaposition with the
The following sub-committees
crass excretions of Capitalism.
were appointed recently by the
SJS .Centennial Committee, acBasis of Mr. Klitza’s text was
cording to West.
a Florida legislator’s evangelistic
Finance: Fred Oehler. chairman.
hope of labeling U. S. currency
E. S. Thompson, Joe Garner. the
with the thought -crippling motto.
Joe Galvan was elected president president of the Alumni Associa"In God We Trust." Poor Mr. of the Spanish
Club at the new tion, and the ASB treasurer.
Schulman, all et up by ad -thing.
Productions: Dr. Karl Ernst,
group’s first meeting Wednesday
weewigion, and Wiberalisrn.
night. A constitution was adopted chairman, Dr. Hugh Gillis, Dr.
Gerald Garharini, ASB 8232
Marques Reitzel, William Erlendand other officers were elected.
son. Evelyn McGrath. Miss Marta
Vice-president is Myron Tomasi;
Morgan, two students appointed
secretary is Louise parriera; treaby the Student Council and the
Dear Thrust ant! Parry:
surer. Marie Menacho, and Henry
director of Revelries.
I would like to offer my nomiMartinez. sergeant -at -arms.
Academic: Dr. George Bruntz.
nation for this year’s "lowest deed
The club also discussed plans
chairman. Dr. John Wahlquist, Dr
perpetrated on campus" title. I
for a lecture to be given in April
Harold Miller. Dr. Henry Meckel,
am referring to the theft of books
by a Stanford professor on SpanDavid MacKaye, Dr. C. Grant Burfrom Tau Delta Phi’s "Books’ for
ish America.
ton and two students appointed
Indonesia" containers.
More than 30 persons attended
the Student Council.
If the cause were a less worthy
the meeting.
Publicity: Lowell Pratt. chairone, this book -snatching probably
man. Sal Milian, Peggy Major.
could be laughed off. However, I
Robert Guy. the editor of the Sparfeel that anyone realizing the need
tan Daily, and one student apand desire for books that exists
pointed by the Student Council.
in the Asian countries would wish
Hospitality: Miss Anna Loze,
to help rather than hinder the
The Student Christian Council
effort.
Everyone has some texts or oth- and Calvin Club will have a joint
er good Englkh language books dinner Sunday night in the First
sold. So far, the Presbyterian Church, 48 N. 3rd
which cannot
majority of the books have come St. at 6 o’clock. according to Lou
from faculty members I remember Anne Bone, spokesman for the
Six cartons of books are being
they place a higher value on their groups.
The group will then move to the packed in preparation for shipping
books than the students doi Are
San Jose students going to be out- Memorial Chapel for worship ser- to an Indian agency in Albequer%ices. The cost of the meal is 25 que. N. Mex.,
done h y ,the faculty meInrs
rn
and to a boys’ techss.hom (lay so greatly outnum- cents per person.
nical high school in Burma by Alber’
Alpha,
therschool
ra
bil
Now perhaps the "book borrow- ie, a concert or a dance, because pha Beta.y
sorority.
er’s" conscience may: be hurting he could not afford it.
The
New
Mexico
agency
distrihim. If so, perhaps the hooks will
One doesn’t ask the promoters
butes the books to needy Indian
rcturned with interest.
of the affair to lessen the. price
Bob Flanagan, ASH 7115 so he can go: that would be redic- areas. The club sends readers and
children’s books to the agency, acWeals.
cording to Trudy Jansens, presiSince Winterrnist is the only
dent of the club.
formal ASH dance of the year, I
Thurst and Parry:
Technical and boys’ books are
The Social Affairs Committee say that it should remain as planbeing sent to. Burma. Last year,
has done a swell job in the past ned. If. however, some must wear
books were sent to Alaska where
by scheduling an abundance of dark suits to the dance, it is perthey were gratefully received, ac%arious types of dances througout fectly all right I as sure that evcording to Miss Staples.
the school yer. These dances are eryone will understand their poThe sorority sorts, mends and
attended by those who enjoy the sition.
Warren A. Straight. ASH 2417 erases the books.
type of dance given.
The dances are of all types. including some dressy dress and
Fee eaturel-loolting hair .
some that require semi -formal Dear Thrust and Parry:
dress. As part of the well-rounded
There seems to be a problem of
program, the Social Affairs Com- racial discrimination at San Jose
Specializing Its the
mittee has sceduled Wintermist State. IiVe hear of such things as
WOO PERMANENT
the only ASB formal of the year.
discriminatory practices by houses
21 W. Saa Carle.
CV 24707
A small group of students want on the recommended housing list.
to change the dance from formal This sort of thing absolutely-shovid
to semi -formal. because "the mon- not he allowed in connection with
ey 167 30 for the rental of a tux)
state college.
is needed for so many essentials."
Is anything being done by either
Anyone well knows, unless he is the administration or the student
of means, that, in order to make body to try to prevent this If not,
ends meet, he must budgel his fi- why not’
nances seconding to his income
Glenn Armitage, ASB ItS89.
and expenses I am sure that, at
Oflo time nr another, everyone has
had to retrain from going to a
social event. killether it be a mov-

’ S pan ish Club
Ele cts Officers

Meanest Trick

Religious Groups
Will Hold Dinner

Indians Get Books
From Alpha Beta

Make If Formal

CY 24771

"BAD DAY
at

BLACK ROCK"
with

SPENCER TRACY
ROBERT RYAN
ANNE FRANCIS

"GLORY AT SEA"
Trevor Howard, Sonny Tufts
A segue! to "CAINE MUTINY"

MAYFAIR THEATER
STUDENT RATES 50c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY N1TES
NOW PLAYING

"BEAU BRUMMELL"
Technicolor

"SHANGHAI STORY"

NOW
CONTINUOUS
DAILY
NOW PLAYING
VAN HEFLIN
ALDO RAY
NANCY OLSON
in

"ttl
BCry"e Cry
at Regular Prices

CALIFORNIA
NOW PLAYING

Racial Discrimination

Witt’ s Beauty Salon

FREI COFFEE and DONUTS
FOR TWO
to JERRY RENDAHL
A new winner each day,

DIERKS
whore Spartans meet for th
best coffee and donuts in townl
371 WEST SAN CARLOS

CLUB
BARBER SHOP
FLAT TOP, CREW
end BUTCH CUTS
Our Specialty

BS East Sea Forimuislo St.

"CARMEN JONES"
.4141
Dorothity Dandridge
Plus
Lollssbrigicia, Errol Ryon

"CROSSED SWORDS"

5ARATOGA

UN 7.01106

NOW PLAYING
Arkeinstures

"HAJI BABA"
"RACING BLOOD"

Special Rates
to College Groups
1066

THE ALAMEDA

El Rancho Drive-M:

"Young at Heart"
"YELLOW MOUNTAIN"

sI Books Per Student
Y,I Show’ Total of 22
f
sf

laid you know that the college
library has on its shelves 22 books
for each stisdent in attendance?

by

Girl Scouts Hear
Foreign Student

1
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Members Obtain Bids Today

Seung Ho New, foreign student
from Korea. gave a talk on chill.Today is the last day on which tickets may be purchased for the
dress’s activities in Korea before Kappa Deka wooer-meeting Tuesday, according to Betty Pearson,
chairman. The tickets, available to members only, may be
This is less than half the national a group of 125 Girl Scouts inipublicity
i
bought in Room 165. The price
average.
Campbell Tuesday.
,
is 60 cents per person.
A survey published by the U.S.
-through
use
of
exhibits.1Student
Following the supper. which
.weNeht
office of education shows the napictures
and
dolls
s
ho
w
ed
will be held in Ftoorn 49 at t;
t.o
tional averages for number of
books per student. In Chapter Six group of girls from the third
of the 1951-52 issue, the following sixth grades some of the garPes
Three carloads of. Student Y sciobl’e’lo:cr136n1(;r’clohner’’"%il’al ixh’be a sT1";;:
nce Department on "Man an.,1
ratios prevailed:
and special youth programs of skiers will wind their way up into
national average
Korean children.
the snow country this afternoon , InseeDr.".B d w a r d s a ill speak .in..
for colleges
38 per student
and evening for a weekend pi sla- ’Room 53 at 8 O’clock-.All edocatheological
colleges
158 per student
’ming and snowballing, according tion students and tactility
universitlea
64 per student
to Sam Schliff. chairman of the hers are utgod to attend.
liberal arts
*moat Student Y event.
Four members of- the Home
us-boots
60 per student
PORTLAND
UP) S
The group will .have the Palo Feeney says dor" worry 00E,,
teachers’
Economics Department faculty
Alto
ski
their
for
quarters
Icalge
plan
colleges
to
attend
44 per student
fancy breath -sweeteners if you
a .joint lorieheon
junior colleges
22 per student meeting at the Home Economics and will ski at Dodge Ridge, on grow parsley in your garcreri, -A
An increase in the number of in .Business group tomorrow at Sonora Pass. Cost per skier foil mouthful of parsley will do,. the
students at SJS next year will the Faitoiont Hotel in ’San.Friins4 food, tranSporta tion and lodgis
r4,- trick in a couple of minutes,- las
probably I ow or the number of cisco.
is set at $11.50.
advised.
books per indhidual student.
The budget for new books for
the next school year has been
decreased, according to Miss Joyce
Backus, college librarian.

Y Group
Takes. Ski Outing

Home Ec Faculty
Will Autnd Lunch

SS

.1-

.

It0011 &WO

iPhysiology Office
Summer Term Adds Med. Books
Offers ChemCMorethar
MISS JOYCE BACKUS

medical
ereaddedto1goRnepartment shelves Wednesday, acChemistry IC will be offered
cording to Dr. F. Albert Ellis.
during summer school and the
assistant professor of anatomy
first semester next fall for those
and physiology.
students who will be unable to
These books, along with a set
finish their basic chelnistry this
of Theodore Roosevelt’s "Winning
year, according to Dr. Benjamin
of the West" and several books
F. Naylor, head of the Chemistry
on Californianna, were donated to
and Physical Science departments.
the college by Dr. P. A. Jordan,
The summer course, during the
M D., who recently retired and
six -week session, would be for five
was disposing of his collection.
quarter units, while the fall course
Miss Joyce Backus, college librawand_ be for three semester units.
rian. said.
Chemistry 1B will be given
The books now in the Physiolospring quarter as well as IC.
gy Office. S-231, include "Osler’s
Chemistry lA will not be given.
Modern Medicine", books on the
physiology of the eye and nervous
ts yste m, pathology and bacteriology.
Nlip While the medical books would
have relatively limited use to thie
entire student body, they have
. _Manuscripts still may be sub- considerable value as reference
mitted for consideration for pub- material for the physiology staff
lication in The Reed, SJS’s liter- and students. Dr. Ellis explained.
-We are very grateful to gel
ary magazine published in May by
them," he emphasized.
Pegasus society.
Deadline for contributions from
students not over 30 years of age
isn’ until April 1.
Works will be accepted in freeVerSe, lyric poetry, sonnet poetry,
Lt. Wafter Yates. Sgt. Frank
short story, play and essay form.
First prize in each category will Moore and Sgt. Dick Caillouette
be $30. Complete rules may be of the SJS Police School staff
obtained in the English Office, gave a panel talk to approximately. 100 freshmen at James
H-21.
Lick High School Wednesday, according to Caillouette, Police
School liaison sergeant.
I The three police majors covered
the subjects of police training,
A gathering of all English ma- laws and law enforcement, history
jors and minors "and any inter- of the police school, and the police
ested persons" will take place school curriculuM.
Mm..day in the Student Union.
A movie entitled "Why We ReTime of the meeting is 7:30 p.m. spect the Law" was shown, and a
Robert Greenwood, publisher of judo disarming exhibition also was
Talisman. is ill Ix. guest speaker, given.
and a panel discussion will be
6
heid on the subject of testing and
grading meth8ds in literature
daises. Coffee and doughnuts will
Niembers of the oceuriatianai
be served.
Therapy Club will sponsor a
cp.kr sale Monday front 10:30 to
2:30 p.m., according to Sue Hannah, pabikity chairman.
Booth; w:11 be located at the
Library Arch and the Men’s and
ili.rb Hilbert, sophomore business administration major, was Women’s gyms.
--of
elected second vice-chairman of
the Rally Committee in a general
meeting of committee members
Wednesday nigh t, according to
Shunji Ito, committee chairman.
Hilbert has been active in the
committee since he entered SJS
We cater to Parties
In 1953.
and Banque:
imeamwafiese
It A.M. - 12 P.M. SATURDAY
ERLE STANLEY GARDNER
II A.A.1. 11 P.M. DAILY

Reed Solicits
Manuscripts

Police Majors
Give Lecture

lv-te to do,
ittr, sneni 50 bucks!

4

...But getting a Roos
charcoal flannel
suit makes the
whole experience
worthwhile!

English Students
To Hear Publisher

1

You can’t buy much for $50 anymore ,only tWenty-five cartons of weeds or two tires for your Cadillac or one evening at the Stork Club,

Therapy Club Sale

Rally Committee
Names Vice Chair.

name of which is as good as having a longwearing, beautifully-tailored suit of allwool flannel in the latest charcoal tones.’

Remember:

Deliciovs
1
ChInese Food

!or ’,ries
MURDER !PI FACT AND
FICT;ON
Roosevelt Jr. High School
March 3rd at 8 pin.
StudeesE0 ccr.ts
!tarifa Clara County Medical
Health Society

For reservallons cad
orders to tel4e out,
call CV 3-7789 .
4t4k4!Mrs
RESTAURANT
221 EAST JACKSON ST..
-4

ROOS gives you

6

months to

"1,4

10

Nobody (but you) knows the campua like

17414,11,12 DIMPV

FIRST at SANTA CLARA

See

Your Roos Representatives:

TOM RIMERMAN, BOB BURNS. HOWARD LESTER

0
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Nov, Four Battle
LET THIS
BE VW..

I

11.1

Out
Male Justice Race

Ono of A. batiks-royal shaping up in today’s balioting is hi this
male Junior Court Justice race.
Four candidata am in the running for the important Strident
Cart post.

Pair Give
Campaign
Statements
BUT na

’NY VOTE %NOWT COUNT," IfOU’U. HEAR
IAN SAY, VASEIS ITS 114E. TO VOTE
0111 EUCT10111

Two Running
On ir rite-Ins
At the time the Daily went to
j,,r101.1 yesterday afternoon. IWO
write-in candidates had set up
ire’ of the
P.Iliters along with
iiiirninees officially on the ballot
Campaigns were underway for
Al Amaral for Senior class repre:.,.titat,ive to the Student Council
Mgt 1)an Douglas for the Sophoclass presidency
leantIris’ election pet it ion was
h% the Statient (’nun on
i.se urrfrimets that he Is ineligible
hold the office. while Amnrsl’s
lieitalitv has not been cher-siert
I., the Court.
While it is not impossible to win

GUY WHO WON W04.4141 HIS
CHOICE, SO LOOK WHO IT IS TWA
THRONING HIS VOCE..

Soph Rep Candidates
Give Election Platforms

Four sophomores are vying for
the Sophomore representative to
the Student Council position. They
are George Brown. Kitty Crain,
Jeanette Furtado and Merle Marchand.

(’RAIN
Promoting better liaison between the Student Council and the
Sophomore class is the aim of
Kitty Crain.
She says she will work towards
"eliminating the many misunderstandings that have occurred thts
past quarter"
This hi the first SJS campaign
for Miss Crain, a social science
It 1/4
fit,- In CUMIN-1KM
major and speech and drama min..eilit ’ Chief Justice Stan t’roon- or. but she has been active on
,i iit noted yi teiday ile pointed class committees
it that ,canditiat,s must inwress
t!e-li names aril the offices for
Jeannet te Furtado has been
shich the iii’, running upon the
Freshman class treasurer and
rs
chairman of various committees.
thganiced campaigns are
aceol-ding to C000ntiuist. who She also has been on a Rally com,witert that peneilled in etkthee ’,s- mittee sod a member of Spartan
Spears
al e seat ter.41 and fvw

"I have been a representative of
!my class since my firstquarter.
’and I want to represent them in
student council. I would take the
actions of the council back to the
class and represent their desires
at council." she says.
MARCHAND
"I would do my best in whatever the job calls for." says Merle
iMarchand.
"1 have held many student gov’eminent offices in high school, so
the responsibilities are not new to
I me.

"If elected, I want to establish
a closer connection between the
students and my dais, so that my
!class will know exactly what Is
happening and how the other tutu! dent officers feel on certain issues..’
,

Fresh Ranch Eggs---sCut Rate Tobaccos
Fresh MilkComplete Lint of Candies
All Kinds of Refreshmenfs
CALL CY 2-0191

"We Specieli?e In Homemade Pies"

THE WESTERNER RESTAURANT
17 E. SANTA CLARA

Why not dine In

Son *Jose’s fined atmosphere?

TOWN HOUSE RESTAURANT
Breakfast

40c and up

Luncheons

CYpress 3-6354

30

51.35

SOUTH FIRST STREET

We cater to parties, banquets, and

NTAN CROONQVIST
. . .Couri Cider ’

Show ASH Card
Presenting his student body card
to the Student Court members on
duty is the find thing the student voter must do to vote. according to Stan Croonquist. student Court chief justice
All voting is done in individual
booths h% marking the first. second and third choice of candidates
with a rubber stamp provided.
Marking with an% thing else makes
the ballot %rad When completed,
’the voter folds thc ballot in half
and places the clam ballot in the
ballot box so marked, and puts
the ASR ballot in the student body

75c

Completc Dinners

so forth

MORROW
Hal Morrow feels that "effective
leadership could be shown in the
student court."
Morrow is Recognition day
chairman for the year, and a member of Spartan Spears.
"The student’ court has been in
the limelight recently and could
have handled some its problems
better, in my opinion." he states,
"and there is a fine opportunity
far effective service on the court."
ZIMERMAN
"The Student Court has beep
growing in mazer and recognition
on campus in the last few years,
and I would like to help in this."
says Paul Zimervian.
"I have helped almost every
quarter in the past on elections.
and am acquainted with parliamentary procedure through my
membership in Alpha Phi Omega.
I am a political science major."

MN

t

IS *

VERNON
ALLEY
T.t(i

One Block
West of Campus
.

75c

With French Fries

FIGUICINIA
"If I am elected to the post of
Junior Justice, I will work positively toward increasing the prestige of the Student Court Also,
it is my desire to be a true representative of the entire student
body in an impartial manner,"
states Al Figueira.
A public relations, major, Al
lives in Santa Clara. He is the
ASB Director of Public Relations
and is 24 years old.

*181 NEARNESS OF YOU. LEASE aliol MIEK*11-11 A SLUE WC/ALIA

FREE DELIVERY

BARBECUED BEEF SANDWICH

Dean is a former student body
treasurer and rally commoner
at Mann J. C.

I.

Headquarters for

TRIED IT YET?

A two-way race between Leo
Fancey and Jim Morley for Student Council Representative is expected to be one of the hot -spots
of today’s ASB elections.
YANCEY
"I am a public administration
major and want to go into government and politics when I finish
school. so my interests are right
in line with the job," says Leo
Fancey. candidate for junior student council representative.
"I was student body vice president at San Mateo Junior College
and also was president of the Forum club there. I am new president of Spartan Democrats.
"I feel that the representative
should always seek the advice of
the class council on issues and
thereby better represent it on the
Student Council. I’d also like to
see the Student Council minutes
sent directly to the class councils."
MORLEY
-Much more responsibility will
be placed on the Junior class representative to the Student Council
as the ideas formulated at Sparta camp are adopted.- says Jim Morley,- candidate for Junior Class representative to the Student Council and present elected temporary
representative.
"I feel I am well qualified to handle the added responsibilities which
will make the class organization
more beneficial to the student
body and lighten the load of the
mer-burdened Student Council."
TN

PARKER HOUSE
98 SOUTH THIRD STREET

*DEAN
Kenneth Dean will support more
publicity for laws, so there would
be less violation, if he is elected.
He points . out that he is very
interested in the justice position,
and would act "in all ways to
promote the court systikii on cam-

PHOl’ONTAT PIUNT8
Plastic laminating, prompt
and economical service
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PRINT CO.
Room 302. Commercial Bldg.
28 No. First St.
CY 2-4224

GUARANTEED
FINEST MAJOR BRAND
GASOLINE, AT DISCOUNT
PRICES
94 + Octane

THIRD STREET STAR & BAR

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO

SPAGHETTI
PIZZA
Also
Pima
to fake oft

(17.
or SI-,

DINNERS
115c and op
Op. ri I I a.m.
to I a.m.
Clotod
Moaelay

Floe Choice of Americaa and Italian Feeds
292 SOUTH MARKET
Just North of the Saint. Claire

CYpress 2-3707
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Polls Open Today for Winter Balloting
Behr Promises
To Keep Class
’In the Black’
Al Behr;

sophomore class pramdent running for re-election, yesterday vowed to improve student
interest and participation in the
class and to keep the class at its

AL REFER
... More Interest
present financial position "ahead
of all classes" if re-elected at the
polls Friday.
HiS changes in social affairs
were directed at the March Soph
Doll dance. The 18-year-old business administration major blamed
lack of publicity and Interest for
the poor SJS representation at
the dance.
He entered SJS in September,
1953, and served as freshman representative to the Student Council that year.

Barbara Dale
Seeks Election
Barbara Dale, candidate for
freshman representative for the
coming term, has served as temporary representative this term
and "is grateful for the opportunity to learn the job."
"I would _like to create closer
cooperation between our class and
the Student Council," she says,
’’and would like to help create interest in activities by keeping the
class informed of the student council activities."
Miss Dale also has worked for
the Rally Committee and for the
.1Frosh-Soph mixers.

Candidate Slat,e
Twenty:eight hopefuls go on the ballot today for election to
ASB offices.
Okayed by the Student Court are:

Sophomores
PRESIDENT
AL BEHR: Accounting major, AFROTC minor from Palo Alto.
VICE PRESIDENT
LARRY CONTERNO: Business Administration, Manteca.
NATALIE FANCHER: Recreation major, Radio-TV minor from Palo
Alto,
SECRETARY
ELIZABETH HEATH: Education major with a kindergarten-primary
credential, chili!’ training minor, from Sunnyvale.
BARBARol4 MORTON: Education with a G.E. credential end a home
"economics minor. From San Mateo.
TREASURER
.BRUCE Busk Engineering major from San Jose.
LAURA WHITMAN: Education major with a general elementary
credential, math minor. From San Carlos.
REPRESENTATIVE
GEORGE BROWN: Real estate and insurance major, ROTC minor,
from Berkeley.
KITTY CRAIN: Social sciences major, general secondary credential,
and a journalism minor,,tcom San Jose.
JEANNETTE FURTADO: Kindeitgarten-primary major and a child
training minpr. from San Jose.
MERLE MARCHAND: Education (general education) major and a
recreation minor, from Crockett.
Juniors
PRESIDENT
BOB LINDSEY: Political science major from North Fork.
VICE PRESIDENT ,
DON ABINANTE: Business administration major from Cupertino.
ROSEMARIE MAGNASCO: General education, physical therapy
pre-professional from San Jose.
SECRETARY
NANCY BRUECKNER: Marketing major from Piedmont.
CIAROLE CARDOZA: Home economics major, special secondary
credential, from Berkeley.
TREASURER
BOB BUSH: Math major and a drafting minor, from San Jose.
REPRESENTATIVE
LEO FANCEY: Public administration (pre -professional) major from
San Jose.
JIkeMORLEY:Business administration major from Menlo Park.
MALE COURT JUSTICE
KEN DEAN: Business administration major from San Rafael
AL FIGUEIRA: Public Relations major from Santa Clara.
HAL MORROW: A Business -marketing major from Lebanon, Mo.
Science major from San Jose.
PAUL ZIMEkMAN:
FEMALE COURT JUSTICE
DIANE MARTINSEN: Education major with psychology minor, from
San Jose.
Seniors
REPRESENTATIVE (Half-year)
JOHN STAFFORD: Life sciences major from San Jose
Freshmen
REPRESENTATIVE (Half-year)
BARBARA DALE: Education major from San Jose.
PATTY DEVITT: Kindergarten -primary major and a music minor, from
San Jose.
REPRESENTATIVE (Full Year)
JIM BLACKWELL: Real estate -insurance major, education minor,
from San Jose.

Ballot Counting Goes On
Into Early Morning Hours
Elections aren’t through when
the students go home today. They
may continue to the wee hours of
the morning, but it isdoubtful according to Stan Croonquist, Student Cotut chief justiee.
"We probably will he fin’shed
counting the ballots bv 7 pm. In
time to put the partial rehires
en illiXRX on "Spartan Salutes,"
(’rosoquIst said.
AR counting is done b;)Stuelent
Court members in the Student Union starting at 4 p.m. "We count
all the first place votes for each
of the candidates.
"Unless a candidate reaches the
majority the constitution requires
for election on the first count, the
candidate with the fewest first
place votes is eliminated and his
first place votes are distributed
among the other candidates as des-

STUDENTS!
Give yaw Pariah His Boo
For Hu& stay la San Jose
RogIster time .5th.

ST
ST. FRANCIS MOTEL
2222 The Atoes.pcla

Meekrsie Rates

ignated in the second choice coltuna of the ballots of the eliminated candidate. A new count is then
made for the remaining candidates. This precess contirvas un161 one candidate has a majority
, of the valid ballots cast.
"It usually happens that the
strong
are
candidates
wino
rnougli to ret a plurality in the
first place votes sae pen enough second and third place votes to
get a majority." Crootiquist explained.
"This system is called the pre.

"Set" witIs EASE
and COMFORT : . .

OPTOMETRIST
DR. CHENNELL
Eyes Retracted
Glasses Made 6 Strutted
OPTOMETRIST

254 S. Second

OPTICIAN

CY 5-2747

Monitor of SPAR-TEN

ferential system and the counting
is similar to the way it is done in
state elections. The Court keel*
ballots and the perferential tal
sheet for each office and any candidate who wishes to see how his
voting went."

Lindsey- Favors Juniors
Adding More Activities
Bob Lindsey, running for re-election to the office of Junior Class
president, is in favor of revitalizing the Junior Class meetings and
adding more activities and projects.
Lindsey,
20-year -old
political
science major and member of Phi
Sigma Kappa. has also served as
vice-chairman of the Rally Committee and chairman of the Recognition Committee.
"Although the Junior Prom is
our most important activity now,
I would like to see the class undertake several other activities
and projects." be said.

Almanac Says
Today ’Fine’
For Something
Today the planet Venus is in
conjunction with the moon, which
Is indeed a most favorable sign
of something.
As a matter of fact, it is probably a favorable sign of elections,
for, in the year 164 B. C. the astrologer Fladeurius wrote:
"The conjunction of the (word
obscured with I word obscured)
(two words obscured) favorable.
Therefore..."
The Jest of the manuscript is
burned, having been involved in
the burning of South Minsk by
an ’itinerant band of Mongols in
165 B. C.
In summation, the manuscript
proves, beyond a doubt, that today
is most favorable day for elections. . . or something.
Agreed?

Diane Martinsen
Gives Experience Diane Martinsen, 20. a junior
from South Pasadena. is
the post of junior female justice.
A general elementary education
major, she is now in the AWS cabinet awards committee and is temporary junior female justice. She
has been a member of the Spartan Spears.
"As an active member of campus life, I feel that I am qualified
to serve the student body," Diane
said. -"My experience while holding the job of justice helps in understanding the problems and ("titles in the operations of the student court."

ALAN LADrk
ooetorriog to
"TIM
Mc-CONNELL
STORY,"
in Cetemetioopo
and WoroortOdee
prorated iv
Warmer Bee.

Delicious home -mad’

Mexican Food
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Tamale and Enchilada
Rice and Beans
Coffee Dessert
$1.25
Hours: 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. Daily
11 am.
cs.da.m.Fri., Sat, Sun.
Wednesday
El2

Our new Vanelin Sportehirt
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El Charm’ Cafe’

Today’s new "Look of Linen" in new
"Continental Colors." Washes easy as 1-2-3.
Looks like a million. Costa Syr bucks!
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Arts Professor Exhibits
Land Ceramics
OldHoly
O

at Seventh and San Antonio’streets.
The exhibit will continue until Fob. 25 on
school days from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., accord ing to Mrs. Nadine A. Hammond, profosor of art.
The display features various lamps from ciii.
ferent periods and jugs, pitchers
cups. bowls, and oil juglets, all
fashioned /01 meet the homelife
of the times.
departmusic
in
the
SJS
Sixteen :o o,sts, el advanced students
Dr. Sanders arranged with Dr
ment, will present a concert Tuesday evening. at 8:15 o’clock in the
Wayne Rood and Tracy Dolby of
1,tasic building Concert Hat
the Pacific School of Religion.
Berkeley, Calif., for the loan exFeatteed WI be Hokin Pigarovv on the piano rlaying Batch’s Fanchairmaa
elected
was
drama,
James Kart, associate professor of
hibit. The pieces, according to Mr..
tasy and Fugue in A minx; Barbara Wogs. soprano, wi.I play Latilfte.
af a section of the Northern California Chi:dren’s Theatre Confer- Hammond, were discovered dut1
and Bonnie Bolaii, contralto. will
ence- at the Northwest Drama Conference held last week at Santa ing the excavation of a site, Tell vn
duet "eCtne.
a Leary
Nasbeh or -Mound of the Pillar",
"allika
Dome I 14
Rosa Junior Coilege.
Neaihin it-a.
.’’.3allika-t
A
Kerr will be responsible for organizing all the people and groups seven miles north of Jerusalem on
team Laitme by Delays. Leslii
the Damascus Road.
I i i nnaford will aecompany the p
interested in children’s theater 1n -9-assume
r a. ’fail
It was during five successive
to a tight group in this section of
"digs" between 1926 and 1935, unthe state. He will also be a deleder Dr. William Bade, then progate to the Children’s Theatre
pia’a Faata ti. la IF raiser oa
fessor of the Old Testament, that
Conference in Salt Lake City durby Kezar:De
the plasm, followed
students
Jose
State
F
our
San
sad
joAnn
oath..
ulster as the
these wares were unearthed. The
ing the fan of %must.
play featured roles in an amateur
aut. in A
excavations revealed the presence
H.. is replacing Mrs. Burdette
theater production of -Stalag 1Tof inhabitants two thousand yea:,
’ ins neve" by Fasire-F.hrtasi.’:44ore
11 the Montgomery Theater in the Fitzgerald. San Francisco State
before Moses and remains of an
satire- by tisteyens (, lc Auditorium Friday, Feb. 24. Drama instructor, who held the
Sest)te
daais
pro.n.w.d b, man
will b..
early Hebrew sett lenient, thought
ioation last year.
p.m.
25
and
26
at
830
to be Mizpah. which finally grew
Kru.11 ee trumpet Isiah
At the conference, Kerr spoke
. Millard Madsen. senior srr!ech i’ ’Children’s Theatre," and also
-into a massive fortified city with
:-r. arempasi.i.
tht maj)r. will play the role of Prict
.;,.
walls from 13 to 20 feet thick,
liersity Drama Curriculum
,n
r; ni ;he play. Jim Dunn. soplio:nor,
These walls, according to Mrs.
rt,, iron
Relationship to Festivals
n
Its
trama major, will be Harry SeisaHammond. rose 40 feet in height
1 trfhtf rfn ...
ter-e.,1
Children’s Theatre." At pres:rid
. , dan and (’art Williams. sophomort nt he is directing "Little Red Rid; .
E,,
tsurmounted with jutting towers.
i
d. urns major Will play alitiso.
Within the limits of this ancient
1 1. p.:4110
is..
n’ hoof." thc children’s story in
.14)e J-iliano a gi-aduate ol 1950 day foim by Charlotte Chorpencity was f.-2..tjal the collection of
.16.1111/1Y T.-3111.. sopraisei.
houshOd utensils now on display
a.sil luny- 4%.11 Way the part of Slosh. Juli ne, which will be produced April
.ino v.111% a reuular idayer on 1Iv
In Dr. Sanders’ exhibit.
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I in the Old Little Theater and
1946-44-4,
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I
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NUM KW
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I{ and 9 in the Studio Theater.
. . . elected to pcit
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I
ne rior of
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1;1 %1
Also attending the Drama Constis.
’:111.11 .:4111:14 i7
le t. 11.0 1I 1j.), a*
, ference from SJS were Dr. Hugh
Johnson. T949 drama Gillis, head of the Speech and drama, Miss Berneice Frisk, assooff:.or
ii
"
’
Drama I tet.:netmer.t. Ted Ba%.too- elate professor of &am& and RobA Beoadway ’pow tune, a semiTile a, tti,me of the play is in
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,
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Ir. 111:.
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Numbers
A nrietir of Plots and settings as Teddie and James Kason as jied raid are "Cewitched. Bolh,fdriffssf .... Tickets an he obtainno.
sflietio ’I leant r. S!17.
Pcwilden:d" by Jumpers
I .1 from an!. of student actOrs. or
win eiehlight the final perform- Richie.
!
and Hart,
Pal
ft II.
!WM", 1;: -If FOOS box ottice laces of the student-directed one1.1-1! Kfal
!livid,- le
"Silver Nails." a play set in a
HNarigt-htfrrf
jVic71;
ACI plays which will he given this
i 1:h C
Itorp,nhau. Aran 9.
ii.141
I!afternoon at 4:30 o’clock in the "little bit of Ireland at no par- Schertzinger and the lo.sly stand’id title Thenler. Iti ;ado. net’ ’
ticalar time," is directed by Ron ard "Too Late Now."
I Sldr1i0 Ihi:ater "in-the-round." ’
ff.,n. curtains.
?i
Sherriffs and written by Nicholas , Lease will be accompanied by
The greatest eastwr,st distance; Admission is free to the plays, Bela. Cast are Jim Dunn
far children rind MI newts
as Pat
roes Texas is 773 miles tram I, all of which have been directed by O’Conner; Antoinette Wood as An. Pat Pate^:on on -the Wurlitzer
1..r
rant:. Anneancer for the sho.e is
Newton county’ to El Paw county.’ students in Play Production, Dra- na; Sylvia Knittle at Alice;
Celeste Frank Uarien.
- ’I ma 132. under James Kerr. mood- McAdam as Mrs. O’Malley; Carol
s
. ate professor of dtaria.
Johnson as Katharine O’Malley;
-First tr be presented this after. Jim Bertino as ’rim Daley; Kbndra
Bowling is one of the -oldest of
is
n-mon "The Twelve Pound ’Look," Hutchins as Mrs. O’Hara; and all sports, its origin twine traced
ty, James .M. Barrie. The cast. di. Marge Dupuy as Mrs. O’StillIvan, to the Egyptians of 5200 B.C.
r4..cted by P.obzwrt Somerville. is _
Kenneth Rugg as Sir Harry; Shita
, ley Steller as Lady Sims; Leslie
Three
; .r
,f . i. debating
Mils Aleock will read "Loce of Robinson as Kate; and Lewis
di the in. Life" in
and
the reading recitals and Camrhell as Tombes. This is a re, :.etionel
Emeets Tour. , Miami Davis will read "Quest for peat of a play none Wednesday by
iyinent at (Cl
1,
Muff.; tit- Justice." Both are repeats from a different cast.
’The scene is the
("4.4.
tain
1:ed week’s oral reading program, I library of the Sims’ home in the
I’. .’re""IVIII,"1
al,sm sheen is a senior screich and present.
L’im
iramti major and has taken first
The second play will be "Broth,. .,11
),.,.211. F.Itth pine., in two oral interpretation
directed by Virginia Ann Jo:k let .1!I I
,, Is
%u ill protzrams at Pepperdine and Fres- ly. The play, written
by Edward
e I ’u II,
i
I eldr: II’ no She will compete in both the Castro takes place in a street
reremmx recitats anti impromptu the tenement district at 10 &Hoc’
speaking at the UCLA debate.
at night. Case is Robert Idontil,,,
Dr. Herbert Sanders, professor of art and
display
:eram:st on the art facility, is prosentiag
of coramic-waro thousands of evars old from PalSatins aral the Me loads at the Ceramics Labors*Pry of lin obi Todotigal High School wing, T.209,
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THE BUNGALOW BAKERY
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

,/ ,

f.f,h)rlir

ri

288-90 Pork Ave. CI 5-9215
Free Parking in Rear

ON
ALL GRADES OF

GASOLINE
First Guaranteed 95+ Octane
Ethyl on the Pacific Coast

SHORT ORDERS

"BrefAfasts All Day Long"

ROBERT LAWS

5’

SAVE

Ottegis (;) mi Salt.

S.

Cokes for All Occasions
Special .pastry discounts
for group orders
NINTH AND WILLIAM

REBATE -STATIONS
WOLVERTON

OIL

Corner 2nd & William Sts.

CO.
San Jose

The Romance Report

’Kappa Pledges
Elect Officers
iGive Results
ast.,

Pinnings

Engagements

tiLLAWELL- NOONAN
Leta Noonan. Sigma kappa
pledge, recently announced h e r
pinning to Kent Hallawelt Alpha
Tau Omega. Leta is a freshman
ciaunercial art major. and Kent
is a senior business major.
sellALLEN-HARTII
Jackie Harth announced her pinning t2 Dean Schallen, Delta- Upsilon, fit a recent Kappa Kappa
Gamma meeting. Jackie is a junk): KP major, and Dean is a juno,r engineering major.

MEBRILL-MaUTEST
A large Valentine heart
flounced the engagement of Kappa ;
Alpha Theta Elore Herbert to Paul.
Merrill, a Kappa Alpha. Elore hit
a junior KP major and Paul is a
senior at Stanford They plan a i
September wedding.
SUM-BASSINET
Jackie Bassinet, Alpha Phi, announced her engagement Monday
night to Gus Suhr, Jr. Gus Is
graduate of Santa Clara University and is now stationed with the
army at Fort Or
FIELDER-POOILKAN
Sabia Poolman passed the traditional Alpha Phi bridal doll to
announce her engagement to
Dwight Fielder. Dwight is a predental major. The couple are planning a summer wedding.
GRASSO-MABBS
The engagement of Delta Gamma Margaret Marks and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon George Grasso was
announced here recently. Margaret is now teaching in San Jose.
The couple plan a summer wedding.
WHITE-BURGESS A fall wedding is Planned by
Lois White and John Burgess, Alpha 1 au Omega, who recently announced their engagement. Both
are seniors at SJS.
FISCHER-STEINBAUGH
A cocktail party announced the
engagement of Delta Zeta Barbara Steinhaugh to Robert Fisch-,
Cr. Barbara is a senior secretarial
major. and Robert attends Braid’s
Architectural
and
Engineering
College.

l’IGIPE111A-COX,
Al Figueira, Theta Chi, announced his pinning to Patricia Cox at
the fraternity meeting Monday
night.. Al is a junior public relations major. and Patricia is a senior education major.
IfICILETHIElt-MANGUM
The passing of various heart.
shaped candy boxes revealed the
pinning of Bobbie Mangum and
Bob Hiekethier, Pi Kappa Alpha,
to her Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority sisters Monday night. Bobbie
is a junior secretarial major, and
Bob is a junior business administration major.
MeCARTHY-LEONARD
Barney McCarthy, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, revealed his pinning to
Jackie Leonard of San Rafael at
the Golden Eagle Fantasy recently.
MITCHELL-BIONDI
Gini Biondi, Alpha Phi pledge,
passed the traditional red rose
Monday night to reveal her pinning to Pete Mitchell, Alpha Tau
Omega,
CLIFTON-MOLINARI
Monday night heralded the pinning of Delta Zeta Marilyn Mob Mil to Jack Clifton of Alpha Tau
()mega. Marilyn is a senior GE
major, and Jack is a senior bus Moss administration major.

Marriages
VAN BUSKIRK-SA:7H
A white rose announced the,
marriage of Delta’ Zeta Shirley
Smith to Robert Van Buskirk, UP
news service employee. The couple
plan to live in Boise, Idaho, where;
Robert is employed.

Men Students: Large rooms,
own kitchen, 650 S. 5th St.
Don’t pass this one up! Room
and board for men students, 1C0
S. 9th St. CY 5-7604.
Gentlemen: Two bedroom furnished apartment. Twin beds for
three or four. Close in. 545 S. 9th
St.
Rooms for girls. Kitchen priviloges. Fraternity Row. CY 2-5785.
Room

nth St.

and

board, $60.

666 S.

tatt, Sparta

The winter pledge class of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority recent
ly elected officers. according is
Diane Davis.
They are Betty Easton, president: Diane Davis. vice-president:
June Paye, secretary; Vivian Andres, treasurer; Jane Munch, social
Kappa Tau fraternity recently Joe Muren. publicity chairman.
chairman: Mary Ann Miller, house
The new pins are shield-sfiapV
chairman; Jean Shervy, big-little announced the redesigning of its
undergraduate pin, according to in gold and black. The Greek telt
sister chairman,
tees of the fraternity run try
banner through the face of/the
pin. A star and a Spartan hagmet
Eleven sigma chi pledges sue- are on each side of the letters.
Theta Xi fraternity’s house-to- ceeded in kidnapping two actives
The fraternity recently enjoyed
house search for its Cinc*rella .11 a pledge sneak Friday, accord- two exchanges with campus sorerGirl completed its initial search ng to Larry Mallory, publicity ’ties. ’Theme of the Delta -Zeta
last night as 10 girls were selected chairman.
exchange was an African mood.
to be finalists.
Led by Pledge President Art with everyone in African dress.
Contestants were chosen as to Bengendorf, pledges took actives The exchange with ’Alpha Omitheir foot size. The girl who fit Dave Johnson and Lee Smart to cron Pi was a Valentine one with
inti) the shoe was chosen to rep- Ukiah after failing to hold six each participant deemed in red
resent her !muse in the contest.
and white
other actives,

Group Discloses Redesigning
Of Undergrad Fraternity Pin

Theta Xi’s Select
Contest Finalists

Pledge Sneak

e Avi,o&ez

laity

WINSTON
changed America’s mind
about filter cigarettes!

Delta Zeta holds
Scholarship Event
FOR RENT

smear austt

Fridezr, Pub,1935

No,

WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!

Delta Zeta held its annual scholarship dinner Monday night at the
chapter house. Girls ate food according to their grade -point aver-,
ago. Those with the highest over-’
age ate steak and wore pedal
pushers. Those next in average ate
hamburger and wore campus
clothes. Members lowest in grades
ate beans and had to wear their
clothes backwards.
Two new pledges recently were
added to the sorority’s pledge list.
They are -Joan Glogosky and Nancy Curtis.

AOPi Pledges
Elect Officers

Spring quarter:" Excellent room
and board available to College girl.
Apply to Mrs. Amoroso, Marimur
Alpha Omicron Pi winter-- plesIghall, 27 S. 11th St.
es recently elected officers for the
Famished apartments. Two or duration of their pledge period.
Officers are: president, Shelthree students. One block to camMardine Stuart: secretary-treaspus. CY 3-6116.
urer. Kendraltiutchins: song leadBedroom and living room, kit- ier, Nancy Goedrich: activities
chen privileges One boy f475: WO chairman, Diane Hillis.
loys $36. 112 S. 12th St.
The sorority recently added two
Male, double room, kitchen. Lin- new pledges to its list. They are
en furnished . .5,23 month each. 633. Joan Ferrari rod Betty Bennett.
S 5th St.
’
LOST AND FOUND
Exchange.
Set of drawing instruments left
theme and colItaly"
"Old
An
in classroom at the end of fall
quarter. If you can identify, them. orful costumes were featured in a
3cu can have them. See Mr. Oback Delta Sigma Phi and Delta Zeta
exchange recently at the lelta
iii A-26.
Rig house.
Entertainment was provided by
FOR SALE
Paul Cnnsentino and the "Six
’41 Chevrolet. Radio and heater. Pack Minus One.- Following enGood condition. Good tires. Call tertainment, pizza was served to
CY 7-5301 after 4 p.m.
the group.

Delta Sigs,DZ’s
Enjoy

’S3 Chevrolet. Four door Good
condition. 237 E. San Salvador, DU,
Apartment 7. Evenings.

Sigma Kappa
Exchange Dinners

WANTED
Wednesday was the date of a
dinner exchange between Sigma
Two girls to share apartment,!
Kappa sorority and Delta Upsiper month. Call CY 7-6100 aflon fraternity. according to Jo
t er 5 p.m.
Gut tadauro. so ro iit y publicity
chairman.
SERVICES
Following the dinner, the groups
house
S’ensiaar 68. Saturday. Feb. 10, met at the Sigma Kappa
and an evening Of
p.m. Newman Hall, downstairs. for dessert
entertaindancing and
flull session: Male supremacy.
, games,
ment.

’WINSTON brings flavor back
to filter smoking!

It

didn’t take long for word to get
around campus! Winston’s got real flavor
the full, rich, tobacco flavor you want.
No wonder no many college men and
women are getting together on Winston!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works ao effectively, yet
lets the flavor come right through to
you. Easy-drawingthat’s Winston
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Clara Cuts Spartan
Rally Short, Win 60-57

1955Santa

By ROD LEE
Santa Clara’s Broncos staved
off a last minute bid by the San
Jose State Spartans to capture
a 60-57 California Basketball Association victory last night in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Man Jose meowed eight psi"
in the Baal fear minutes wills
holding Santa Clara to a simile
free throw, to trim a MI point
lead to three points with SO moon& to play. The Spartans regained pessamisa of the ball
with 15 seconds remaining but
lett it before they ’could wore
After Charley Hardy and Tor
Hiasen had cut the Bronco’s 10
point margin to six with a jump
shot and set-up. Dean Robinson
hit a free throw for’ Santa Clara
with two minutes to play._
Bud Iljelm tanked a let shot
the side at the 1:45 mark and
Williams whittled the edge to the
final three points with a jump
after Hardy stole the ball at midcourt.
SIM Jose’s rally war/ against a
stalling Santa Clara five. The
Broncos began to slow down the
eight minutes to
"A".‘" "HAI ObaketPiN I In els wane. Nan Jose state’s Oarroti ball game with
Wlltlajmi tirisra for a .et -up in the first half of isanight’s game in
thi (1e
%lir Auditorium. The Mighty Mite swirled past his defeasive
own to go In for the ecory tNu points toimulerted. Moving bids posi- li
ted.’ fur the r.trotend from behind slmoni I. San Jose’s Bud Hiram. m
photo by Meyer.

play when they were in front 5343.
tes of the
la Pealing
first ham the Spartans ow& it
look like they might win going
away. San Jape jimmied off te a
II4 lead in the first sy, siinattea
bare the Become testi Deere
visa algid goal.
Kenny Sears. Santa Clara 6 ft.
10 in. center, then took command
of the situation and paced the
Broncos to a 12-12 tie after eight
minutes of the first half. The score
was tied four firms and the lead
changed hands thr,-e tques before
the Broncos took their 30-29 half
time edge.
Santa Clara used a zone defense
and a fast break offense to open
up their lead early in the second
half.
Sears took high scoring honors
for the night with 26 markers
while Williams netted 18 to pace
the Spartans and Hjelm added 16.
Statistics gave Santa Clara a
wider margin than did the scoreboard. The Broncos hit 46 per cent
of their shots from the floor while

San Jose managed only 30.9. In
the rebound department. Santa
Clara out rebounded the Spartans.
49-22 in the game and 22-8 in the
first half.
The Broncos’ win gives them
a four win, five loss record in QM
play and strengthens their hold
on third place while San Jose
remains in second place with five
wins and four losses.
San Jose Spartababes pulled an
upset in the Preliminary, besting
the Santa Clara Fresh, 72-68, behind 26 points by Ed Diaz and 19
by Don Rye.
SAN JOSE ST.
SANTA CLARA
FG FT TF Hammon, f 2 0 4
2 4 3
Gafzerf, f 2 0 4 &cog, f
5 6 lb
14j.lm, c
Most6 6 111
eolisary,f 5 I It
Soon, c 10 10 27 5onclanza, q 0 3 3
Jankins, g 0 I I Goodwin, f 0 0 0
g 3 5 ii tortilla0 2 2
Boudreau, 1 0 0 0 semi, f
Laueri f 0 O 0 Green, f 0 0 0
Sienoni, 1 2 O 4 Chritco, f 0 2 2
0 0 0
Venezia, g I O 2 Ponsi, c
Cran, g
I 0 2
g
I 0 2
Hardy,
TOTALS 23 14 60

TOTALS 17 23 SI

Francis, Camilleri Compete
atmen
In National AAU Tournament
eet Olympic
Club Tonight ,
sjs mr

Frosh Mennen
Victorious, 44-33

A Gander
At Sports
By JERRY GANDY
PUPAEDEPT.
h new club on campus
There
e..iled -Track Nuts of the World."
W.-find the name appropriate beAUMP the "Nuts"
unique
have
filth They schedule meetings opell to the campus hut fall to show
to provide the promised speak-el for the interested track fol.
I.Wen who. came after seeing a
FIMoing
notice in the Spartan
-11. Spartan Daily sport] staff
i.eeittne suspicious of the "Nuts"
hen they advertised pair of
cit y newsmen as speakers. An Instigation revealed that they
it-ed the name of a non-existant
student, "Jerry Segel." to get their
,iunouncerrients in the paper.
Yesterday a --Nut" announcen. at was to have announced "Ho-Ter _Landy" as presiding officer.
We wonder if the track nuts have
i-"nfissed Roger Bannister and
Landy. or if their ideal of a
ss4 presiding officer would be a
(.,leposite of the two milers.
The sports staff went into a
I -.141Ie with the evidence and came
with a tentative solution to
nitsterj The "Nuts" may be
-.mph! of !flips mimed Pet., and
So much far the hoax depart,. lit
1K tiallNio 1111.ms
Wirvel
,track coach,
a number of track
tows to ,110%. his cinderth.
for perfornters in
Cill he film t.116 leo:%obitif track men
..911.11.

Ii

Slyiflt

ti, 7
.; I

’

,

San Jose State’r varsity wrestlers will encounter a pair of national champions tonight when
they travel to San Francisco to
meet the Olympic Club in an unofficial meet,
The Olympic Club will be led
by Dr. Allen Northrup, holder of
several national championships,
and Jim Connor, national GraecoRoman titlist.
Jerry Ledin, 177, will meet Connor, while Dick Weger, 157, will
face Dr. Northrup.

Washington State Mittmen
Down SJS Squad 5-2 at Pullman
Washington State College defeated San Jose State 5-2 in a dual
boxing meet at Pullman last night
for the Cougar’s first win of the
season.
Al Julian, 125, decisioned Ed
Olson, defending PCI champion,
and Max Voshall outpointed Cliff
Clickner in the 165-pound bout foil
the two Spartan wins.
Gordie Madam NCAA c
pion. Fallied in the third round t
defeat Dave Fanner in the 1
pound match. Heavyweight Ro
Kalafat spoiled the debut of Sta

Galas by recovering from a body
attack to cop the nod,
Other results included: Gil Inaba over Joe Rodriguez, 132; Marty
Nelson over Jim Knickerbocker,
139; Jim Robertson over Al White,
147.
The 156-lb. bout between SJS’
Dick Bender and Mike McKeirnan
was stopped in the first round
when Bender revealed a shoulder
Injury. There was no decision.
Cubs of the New England black
bear usually are twins born In
January or February.

with

Warill,r110,11,
,

San Jose State’s troth mermen
opened their season yesterday afternoon by gaining a 42-33 win
over Carlmont High School in the
Spartan Pool.
Bill Robertson and Phil’ Ferguson each won two first places for
the Spartababes, while Herb Colt
and Larry Wood each garnered
one. The Spartan 150-yard medley
team of Ferguson, Robertson and
Walt Robertson beat out the Carlmont team to clinch the meet.

0 ’.

WITH WELL-ROUNDED MEN
IT’S ROUND-POINTED COLLARS

Itannistee
!Ion. coislicti a:1,1

Ask any college man with the casual look. He’ll tell you Arrow
round collar shirts, like the Radnor "E," above, are the finest
in quality, the utmost in correct fit and comfort. They are
authentically styled to keep you looking your best.

FiPIPP..
,...
Fine Food In a
, Frendiy Atmosp_here
Breaklost
Lunch
Dinner
Homemade Patries
SOCIA Fountain
pen

Dick Francis, captain of the in the local region try -outs last
Spartan varsity wrestling team, month, while Francis, 177, was
and Russ Camilleri, outstanding runner-up in his class.
freshman grappler, are among the
230 amateur wrestlers entered in
the National AAU Tournament
glower!
which gets under way today at the
Venice High School gym in Southern California.
30/ a
The wrestlers are competing for
the National AAU titles and top
aCa ii0/1
honors for the Region Seven PanAmerican try-outs. The winners
Bouguarfa
Cs:snag’s
will be flown to Fort Houston,
iOta
Texas, for the U.S. Team PanAmerican Games try-outs.
egkintiA and Santa Clara
Rower
Finals are scheduled to be run
off tomorrow night.
Shop
CV 2-0462
Camilleri, 1914 won his division

7 m to 8 p.m.

HOEFLERi
25 N. 1st St.
Pbon CV 2960

Latin Continental

5995

Its lightweight! Sharp "lowsweep" styling straight from
Europe’s "Playgrounds." All leather soles. Newest, Vnortest,
sharpest color selection. Charcoal Teakwood. Black, Powder
Blue, Charcoal Brown, Palomino, Rust, Navy and Royal Blue.
36 S. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE
Open Thursday Evening

Slide into a Radnor, left, or the new Arrow Pace, right, with
slightly wider spread to the round collar. In oxford or broadcloth ... French or barrel cuffs, these Arrows are casually right
for you ... for every college man. Round -collar shirts in broadcloth, on!), $3.95. Oxfords, in whits or celors, R5.00.
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AR/10 W
SHIRTS & TIES

PRICES]

CASUAL WEAR
UNDERWEAR
HANDKERCHIEFS

Kappa Alpha Grabs Win
Over COP’s Omega Phi
Kappa Alpha scored an easy 5947 victory Wednesday night over
Omega Phi at 4tookton in a cage
contest between the defending intramural champions of the two
colleges.
An estimated 250 spectators attended the charity game. Proceeds
will benefit College of Pacific varsity basketball players whose wallets were stolen while they played a he game several weeks ago.
-Spider" Sylva. Omega Phi center, captured high scoring horors
with an 18-point performance.
Forward Benny Matulich led the
Kappa Alphas with 17.
The KA boxscore was rounded
out by guard Lee Walton with 16,
Forward Don Helmers with eight.

Forward Tom Heine with seven.
Guard Hal Morrow with four, Center Clarence Wessman with four.
Forward Rocky Homan with two.
and Guard Jack Fudge with one.
Omega Phi last season divided
its squad into three teams and
captured all three COP intramural hoop leagues. The three teams
joined forces for the Kappa Alpha
game.
After the game Coach Bill Lamson and his Kappa Alpha players
were guests at a steak dinner at
Omega Phi house.

By JANINE LaFEHB

I fiS ANGELES.
UP; --There
will be little change in college
football regulations during 1955
except that the substitution rule
has been altered to apply uniformly to all-44sur quarters. a member
of the football rules committee
said.
Regarding t h e substitution
change, he said:
"By simply modifying the rule
to allow 11 starters in each quarter to return to the game once that
quarter, we have maintained the

Rules Group
Makes Change
WAA Doings In Substituting

The Redhots and the BCCs will
be rarin to go tomorrow when
they meet the gals from Stanford
for a WAA basketball play day.
The actibn is scheduled to start at
9.30 a.m. and all who are interested in seeing the gals try their hand
at the sport are invited to attend. Luncheon will be served to
the participating players at 1 p.m.
S’s
The WAA Council slate for
nominations is posted in the Women’s gym. If there are any additiort to the list, they may be
placed in the ballot box underneath
the slate.
The polls will be open from 9
a m. to 4 p.m. Monday and Tuesday, and all active members are
urged to vote. An active member
is one who has earned 100 points or
more.
Tickets for the
are still on sale in
Women’s gym for
The banquet will
3 at Marianis.

WAA Banquet
the patio of the
$2.60 a person.
be held March

Albert Suarez
Paces Spartan
Pistol Squad

SPARTAN DA/LT

Friday, Feb, 18, 188I5

With Albert Suarez shooting 290
out of 300, in one match. SJS’s new
all-college pistol team is averaging approximately 50 points per
match better than the ROTC pistol
team it replaced, according to
Capt.
William
Herring,
team
coach.
Suarez’ score is the highest that
Capt. Herring said he has ever
seen in a match. Suarez also scored 284 in another match.
SJS fired 1291 and 1305 in recent postal matches against Wisconsin and Michigan State. Results of these matches have not
been obtained. The old ROTC
team had averaged approximately
1250 points per match, Capt. Herring explained.
Capt. Herring feels that if he
can get one or two more good
shots out for the team. SJS will
be right up there with the best
pistol teams in the nation.
Several people who have signed
up for the all-college team have
not come out yet. Capt. Herring
said. He urges them to come out
to the armory and to bring their
own guos if they have them.
traditional American game of football while still allowing coaches
some opportunity to withdraw
their top men without jeopardizing
their return."

Lambda Chi Alpha Team
Enters Interclass Event
Lambda Chi Alpha TheedaY entemlithe MathenliChLek:teeiZasesve=
Meet, boosting the number of
entries to seven, Coach Bud Winter announced.
Sigma Pi, bolder of the Greek
Relay record, has not yet entered
a team, Winter said. Today is
deadline for the other fraternities
,to enter their eight -man teams
for the 880-yard event.
Winter has had no reply to his
request for three more fraternity
-sorority sponsors for the varsity
and novice teams. Deadline for
sponsor entries is today also, he
said.
Looking over the varsity entries
in the meet. Winter commented
that the mile will be a "tidier"
between Don Barry and Don Hubbard. Other strong competition
looms among John Ornalez and
Ray Goodwin in the high jump;
Don Malinoff and Lynn Greene in
the discuss; Greene and Bob Erick Sal in the javelin; Val Daniels.
Harry Wade, and Jack Albiani in
the sprints; Charles Smock, Gene
Antoine, and Daniels in the 440:
Smock and Mick Maramonte in
the low hurdles; and John Hardson and Ed Kreyenhagen in the
high hurdles.

SJS Judoisits
Enter Tourney
In Sacramento
San Jose State’s judo squad returns to action Sunday afternoon
In the Sacramento Invitational
Tournament at the Sacramento
Buddhist Church Gym in the Capitol City.
CoachYosh Uchida will take
nine varsity men and six white
belts.
Entered in the brown and black
belt competition are Win Dahl.
Hideo Sato, Bob McCorkle, Ro
Waiter, John Sepulveda, John Perate, Jack Crawford, and Jack Mario.
White belts entered in the tournament are Steve Oiesiey, Harold
Coppedge. Don Wilets, Bob Bata-zar, Roy bile, and Tom Lyons..
The whitebelt competition WIN
get underway at 11:30 a.m.. Mille
the brown and black belts are scheduled to start an hour liter.
Trophies will be awarded to the
first, second. and third place ’,Annet’s in each division, according to
H. I. Matsuda, tourney director.

ow*.
Got rything I

The Represen4a5ke Board met
recently, and discussed the possibility of offering, bowling again
next quarter, due to the tremendous response received this quarter.

[fitteeting
Calvin Club: Dinner at 6 p.m.
Sunday. followed by joint attendance of Student Christian Council.
41 First Presbyterian Church. 48
IT 3rd St.
Charming Club: Surprise pmgram Sunday in Fire-side room.
160 N. 3rd St., starting at 7:30
p.m. All college-age persOni are
w-Mcoone.
Annual
Society:
Engineering
dinner-dance Saturday night at
8:30 o’clock at the Red Barn.
Occupational Therapy Club: Reminder to have cakes for Monday’s
cake sale in B-72 i0.T. !afar by
8:30 o’clock Monday morning.
Stodent Y: Dr. Emil Brunner
will be discussed Sunday afternoon, 1 o’clock, at 467 S. 8th St.
Wesley Foundation: "Lost in the
Stars" will be performed by College of the Pacific for the group
Sunday in First Methodist Church.
following 6 p.m. dinner.

. .
Janet Blair, Actress: I have the fullest confi
dence in LAM’, Miracle Tip ... and LaMe taste
so good, I made them at,. regular cigarette."

lobs Robert Powers, Creator of the Powers
Girls: -I think 1.4/.1’s filter is fat superior to
the odors. Great smoke... wonderful flavor."

(fatAa0a/FROM ALL THE RESTI
STANDS

otrr FOR

FLAVOR. The pure, white Miracle Tip draws
easy, lets )ou enjoy all the tame.

STANDS OUT FOR EFFECTIVE FILTRATION. No filter compares
with WI’s. Miracle Tip for quality or effectiveness.
Patricia Morison, Musical Comedy Star: "I
love LOA Filters. Never dreamed a filter 6garette could filter so thoroughly, yet taise so good!"

V

’TOMS OUT FOR HIGHEST QUALITY TOBACCOS. low nkotine
tobaccos. UM tobaccos...Light and Mild.
MUCH MORE FLAVOR

MUCH

LESS NICOTINE

America’s Best Filter Cigarette!...
11,
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The American Campus
By MANI PIMAND

A Blast and a Scream...

By WAYNE HARTSHORN

There was a least and a woman &creamed. When the smoke clearseared erimon was visible with holes hurried in her dress. The
wa, (11 .:re,,k,),- IN. University of Texas cannon, which fires
t totiehtitiwns was po:nted the wrong way. The
-,..’utes to L.
,11,nced, charged with trying to annihilate
cmon h.,.
. ,1

a

A Voice from the Back...

tremely cautious ill peeking and [coding
s.,t
’adrti’," an Wirt sergeant cautioned his clam at Texas Christian
I nii-,rsity. "Shia wool(’ happen if the shipment were jarred!"
flirj1 were illent a moment, and then the proverbial woks"Poor, there goes perspiration."
tt. , .1 t he I.ai k nt lie.

Not Available at Press Time
t;,
.,1 tight feeling
.

which accompanies
ti,sr.0 a. he ad %1-11 t he feminine set in
huh Inok the form of girdles.
writes Columnist Glen
V. I it
1,
ienpfi
e 1 . !
N(,; II, I odkota, ’Information as to how
t
t’ro.r
mishic at press time, ..4, not
Ill’
’I ’((j
d, of
et

,00

Digest Debates
Proper Titles
For Professors

Fat or Thin; 16 or 60?

StIrts, Delma 11111 of the Ntin-residunt Tuition Office, at the
I adversity of Vtishingtan received is note from a person she often
ds talked with hut Ineser met. The note said: "Dear Mrs,
Nagai you for your help and advice. Thank you also for a lovely
triephom. voice. If you are fat, thin. IR or 00 I would like to buy
lunch one day and wilt"
1’he note was signed only "JAS."

Sorority Houses Don’t Comply....
In a survey taken by the Doily Orange, at myraeuse I7nlversity,
.toly amp sorority house today on campus meets the requirements of
eity and state building code*, and this house nes built especially
sot Ike sororityIn compliance oith the city laws.
.."" A tutelar, 030 women are housed In the 23 sororities on campus
eith an menage of 201 women per house. According to the law, not
i lore than half these Inhabitants are %airmailed to be IWO% above
ilre eructed floor. Yet, in cannily half the houses, the entire mem! messily eseept the house mother sleep% on the third floor, the paper

Midnight Explosion...
I’ iii, l’onersity of Cithiorrna students confessed to setting off a
,,ht explosion recently which shook en eight-unit apartment
-, and smashed severs] windows.
.1 elm _14 Anderson, Norman M. Parsons, William M. Clark and
.1i,.
wWrit, atl niemlierm of Phi Kappa Tau, a fraternity in ’the
.,,.
!yard as the shaken apartments, admitted fiillillg a einnon
10411 fosetiCe and paper towels and:setting it off in flee cOurtyard.
1k inflows weri. broken in the apartments of Mr. and Mrs. John
41Illt Mr and Mrs
Divld G. Robertson at 2811 Channing way.
.1.1.1rtfo nivel ol glass fell across the Roberts’ bed, no one was
tsplosion
not nt tas n announced if a formal charge has been made
It
ii ,r
’110.i.rsity student!. Don Clvetasn, preident of Inter,
e,
el:itP(1 Ih:It the matter rested with
dean of
Nl
I
t:li, art Ion only if asked, to by the dean.
I iv Dardell.

When addressing an. instructor
on campus do you hesitate for
fear you may Call him Mr. (a
phrase to which the gentleman
may emphatically object) instead
of Dr. or Professor?
If so, you are not the only one
confused about the various titles preferred by the 8J8 faculty. la this week’s issue of the
Campus Digest there appears on
the bottom of page IA a questionnaire from the tawny council dealing with such a subject
as the aforementioned,.
In the introduction to the questionnaire there appears: "Certain
interested members of the faculty
haNe asked the faculty council to
examine the various forms (Dr.,
Mr., Prof.. etc.) now used in addressing the faculty and to ’suggest how wo may work out a standard form which would help to remore embarrassment, .discrimination or confusion from our internal relations."
digest, sent out to every
faculty member, then Includes
the questionnaire asking the titles preferred In student-fatuity
relationships and in faculty-faculty relations, in the final questionnaire It asks If the individual thinks the faculty should
take some action upon this matter.
After filling out the questionnaire, the recipients are requested
to send it by interdepartmental
mail to Harrison McCreath.
If the results of this questionnaire lead to no more confusion
you may in the near future have
no-fears of stuttering or stammering when Jt comes time to utter
the title of a particular faculty
member.
However, the situation at present is ,alleviated by the sentence
from Ape d I gars t whigh reads:
"rThetill questlins, Of cdurse, relate only to professional or formal
relations between students and
faculty or faculty and faculty.)"

Who Done It
Probe Begins
1.’i Seim!
Develop Te4s In Bird Caper
0 Studs Life Processes, Ills
4te

Nil

1:1:1

A NI, e
des an electronic ink pen
oii
pie),
h sketches a picture of the
to 1114 la e H
ii.,:nsiite hOilily iii’,
Fr0,m the picture doctors are,i
-"---miiiliriv hi It, Ion As ledge of , dl, to sletect ahnormelities and
p .,....... 1-,I.,1-1. iii.
1)1,1) , pr, scribe proper treatment,
()thee studies have concerned
f
,. se ir, i, .,, most case, wit_ themselves with the way our body
dem. ;i, trivet’s builds proteins. Studies under Dr.
, velipolinil sith a Max ’Dunn of the Chemistry
Nutmeat have followed radioae, . AI i iIII
,ill’il
Its I,:ii lion
protein building
I!..
.. I "rn,t,,,,iiir I e a n ,’ live amino acids
hk Ors through % arioys stages of
the construction process.
ell
II
, ).4.4.11.1
I. .1 ...t1
In the zoology deeartment, Dr.
I
Win:. ...,
nr
, Clara Szego is using radioactive
!, h.,s affinity for thy- , carbon to trace changes in sex
.,1, :1,1nun ered 101 hgwmones as they pass through
esiti
Ig.to-nt The esline conceal- the body. Dr. A. M, Schechtman
sill rh,
it fin has employed radioactive Phos,
self,- eficrus in a study of blood develd, is This insiiiiment opment in the embryo,
’

Atotn

De-

$11F:G13N DAILY EMERALD,"
University of Oregon. --"If there’s,
anything to he done, we can tto it,"1
That’s the new motto of Donald
L. DuShane, director of student .
affairs.
Student affairs had a problem
on their hands Thursday when ’
they received a box containing a I
dead sparrow 7 The bird had been’
sent to the University by a Portland woman who feeds birds in;
her back yard. Many of the birds
have died recently, and the iady,
was advised to send one of them
to the university to see If the’
cause of death could be deter- ’
mined.
Since the university is not
equipped to perform such work,1
the bird was turned over to the
office of student affairs. So Du-1
Shane contacted the fish and game
commission at Oregon State College t-ei see if they could study
the bird,

SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE
A
V

Sundays

"THE CAMPUS CHAT," North
Texas State College."England
has no commitment to defend Formosa if the United States goes to
war with Red China," Austin
Wheatley, representative of the
British Consulate-General in Houston, stated Wednesday.
"Chiang Ral-sisek has arms
pacts only with South Korea
and the U.S. We would probably
talcs, no action at all Unless
there Is a United Nations ruction
much as there was in Korea."
Wheatley discussed "Anglo-American Relations" at an open meeting in the library auditorium as
part of his duty which includes
giving talks in American cities,
explaining Britons and their attitudes,
The British spokesman noted,
"We’re in the same position in
Hong Kong as yeu are In Formosa. If Red China attacked Hong
Kong we would fight."
Germany was also mentioned in
his talk. "We’re taking a calCulated risk in rearming Germany. The
important
question is--What is
Germany going to do? Will it be a
professional army or a citizen army? It’s hard to make democrats
of the Germans in 10 ytara but. I
believe that we have made far
fewer mistakes this time than after the last’ war."
Wheatley was questioned concerning the feeling of many Americans that England is doing nothing to repay American loans.
"It is only natural the Americans feel most strongly about the
debt pwed them. But England is
faced also with repaying debts of

CHURCH
SLATE

about one billion dollars to India
and almost a like amount to Egypt
to satisfy debts incurred during
the defense of those countries.
"England owes about seven billion dollars to America for loans
during World War IL But England is also owed a like amount
by other European countries. None
of these countries has made a
payment on this debt.
, "Each Dec. 1 for the lilt four
years we have repaid 140 million
dollars on loans made after the
war and have also applied some
of this money toward, lend-lease
settlement."
Wheatley noted that this yearly
repayment made ’on the loan represents more than one-third of
England’s entire dollar earnings.
At present Britain is stepping up
British expoits to America to Attempt to maintain a dollar balance.
During an interview before his
speech Wheatley talked of a recent
American play he had seen and
spoke of our war novels. "I wonder sometimes if American war ,
psychopathic
writers aren’t all
Many American and British
writers have written stories of the
trouble that American servicemen
create in England. Wheatley discounts most of these stories as being sensationalism.
"I would say that only about
One per cent of the American boys
go wrong. Of course these few
cases receive wide publicity. Britons have no delusions about their
own men. however. Our men are
no different from yours." .
FIRST CHRISTIAN CH1711,01
10 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
"’Yaw College Church"
Compbell Club, Sundays
5,4 am. *ad 4:30 p.m.
Sunday Worship II o’clock
Gerald M. Ford, Minister

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
SO North Third Street
Phil W. Barrett Pastor
0711111441 Class at 9703
Worship Servic at 1110
Calvin Club at 030
Yoe are co, a . - "u

Scionce of Mind Fellowship

Trinity Episcopal Church

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
2nd Church of Christ, Scientist
THIRD AND SAN ANTONIO STREETS
Sunday School sod Church II cm.
Lesson "Mind"
Testimonial Meeting, Wed., II p.m.
Rilading Room, 1043 Lincoln Avenue

S. NORTH SECOND STREET
SueJaly Semices: 11.m., 5:30 a na. I I am,
Caterbury (College croup)
770 a.m.Wednesday
7 30 p in.Thursday
Dr Mark Rilenbark, Roder
Rev C. W Evert/NI. C/IS Pi GI* tit ShiCkAti

WAGES OF FEAR
Dr. Wayne tinter
This philosophy cue teach you to direct
your own life for successful living
SUNDAY II A.M.
STUDIO MAUI, PIS. FIRST ST.

WELCOME
STUDENTS
FACULTY
PERSONNEL
To The Downtown t hurch Where You’ll Get Something
Genuinely Helpful
You’ll Find A Live qollege Group’ That You’ il Really Enjoy
Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
9:30COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
11:00MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
SASCOLLEGE TRI C CLUB
7.00SNACK TIME
7:30EVENING SERVICE
Teo Tooth Restore To Sot’s,* You
DR. CLARENCE.SANDS
REV. MERLE ROARK
REV. DAVID NELLIS
YOUTH DIRECTOR

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two blocks from campus

2nd and San Antonio

Personal counseling by appointment

CY 5-8391

Fellowship
Inspiration
Bible Instruction
"THE COLLEGE CLASS"

wino mr-tras .

Closed

Wheatley Tells Texans
Of Anglo-U.S. Relations

of
BETHEL CHURCH SUNDAY SCHOOL
224 Meridian Road

.n.

LOW PRICES riewfVezi

Closed
Sundays

9:45, P.M. EVERY SUNDAY
iaieght

by the Pastor

THOMAS G. SUTTON
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More on H-Bombs
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Brtan
ii Joins Production Brotherhood
Of H-Bomb; U.S. Leadi
By KENNETH MILLER
LONDON, Feb. 17 I. UP) --Great
Britain announced today that she
will start developing and producing Hydrogen Bombs.
The disclosure that Britain will
become the world’s third H-bomb
power was made in an official government white paper, giving Britain’s defenses their most drastic
overhaul in historl, to keep them
abreast of the atomic age
.
In deciding to join the United
States and Russia in producing
the world’s most deadly explosive,
the government of Prime Minister
Winston Churchill said the Hbomb’s terrible power would in
its view"act as a deterrent to
war."
Britain’s decision was in partial answer to the boast of Soviet Foreign Minister V. M. Molotov before the Supreme Soviet
on Feb. 8 that Russia’s Hydrogen Bomb development had
reached a stage that made the
United States "the laggard" in
that field.
Britain already has produced
and exploded its own atomic
bombs. The white paper was prepared sad issued by Defense
Minister Harold MacMillan and
submitted to the House of Commons.
The surprise announcement sal
flatly that Britain has the ability
to produce thermo-nuclear weapons. It added:
"After fully considering all the
implications of ,the step, the governmnet has thought it it’s duty
to proceed with their development
and production."
a. Britain thus made it a Big
qThree Hydrogen Bomb race, lagging 18 months behind Russia.
The USSR blew off its fire
known hydrogen device Aug. 12,
1953, according to the findings and
reports Of United State atomic experts.
The United States exploded its
first H-bomb May 5, 1951.

ways of arriving at conclusions
about Russia’s atomic progress,
actual and potential. These are
the tedious methods of the intelligence art. They involve unremit-’
ting search for bits and pieces of
information, relating them to other bits and pieces, and adding them
up under skilled anaylsis to get
an intelligence report.
So Wilson and other officials
aren’t exactly guessing when
they say the United Statea so
far is the world’s top atomic
power.
Still, when you get dewn to
cases on a specific point, even
the most informed atomic officials have to rely largely on
assumptions.
In June, 1958, atomic scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer ventured the opinion that Russia
was four years behind the United
States. A month later the Russians exploded their first IIbomb, Just nine months atter
the first U.S. H-bomb test.
A high atomic authority told
the United Press then that "nobody has any absolute knowledge
on which to pase any comparison"

between the U.S. arid Soviet atomic projects.
This same authority is confident
now, however, that "we are far
ahead."
One of the bits and pieces’ of
fact that give comfort to such a
belief concerns Russian atomic
raw material supplies. A vast
amount. of geological informatioh
had been published about the
USSR before the curtain went
down on such data before World
War U.
U. S. experts feet they can judge
fairly well from the known geelogical facts whether Russia can
found any really impressive
uranium deposits.

have

Red China Petition
TOKYO (UP) Peiping radio has
announced a campaign is underway throughout most of Red China
to get signatures on petitions urging- a ban on thy use of atomic
weapons.
The broadcast said 470,000 persons signed in two days in Peiping
alone.

SACRAMENTO, Feta 17 (UP)
Go.. Goodwin J. &light today proclaimed Feb. 10-T7 as
Brotherhood Week in California
"to promote understanding and
peace on eat" through rood
will among men and women of
all creeds and races."
The gm ernor said he proclaimed the observance -in recognition of ’the outstanding
work of the National Conference of Christians and Jews hi
the development of good will.
"Our hopes for . . . permanent
peace in the world depend to a
large extent upon the progress
mankind can effect in replacing
bitterness, bigot rj
and fear
with understanding. mutual appredation nod respect for the
rights ef others," Knight said.
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AEC Tells Extent
Of Bomb Danger
WASHINGrON.
H-bomb can kill a city. It aim is
a fact, now offocially connived. that it can poison a region- of
thousands of square miles are,
jeopardize lives far from the eratered ruin of the central .target,
An H-bomb comparable in power
to the "thermonuclear device ’
tested by the United States at t3ikini last March 1 can contaminate
an area of 7.000 square miles, -the
AEC said.
In that event, your survi al
might depend "upon- prompt evacuation of the area or upon -liking shelter and other: prefectivc_
measures.-

AEC May Make Substitute Test
LAS VEGAS. --- UP I
The
Atomic ’Energy Commission said
a second, "less sensitive" nuclear
device will be prepared for firing
today in case weather conditions
again are unfavorable for "the
scheduled first shot of the 1955
atomic test series.
The first shot, scheduled to be
fired from a 500-foot steel L
at Yucca Flats, northeast of here.
was postponed a third time Wed-

nesday because unfavorable winds
might have carried dangerous radiation fall -out to populated arras
A commission spokesman said
the less sensitive device would )).
ready Friday, morning if the winds
did not diminish. The device pruntunably would he an air drop
rather than a tower shot. Air
gc
do not kick up the huge
cloud of dust and debris which
carry ractiatiors

sat
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PoJenquiJi and -Xing

U.S. "Ahead"
By JOSEPH L. MVILER
WASHINGTON, Feb. 17 ( UP)
U.S. officials believe Russia possesses an atomic-hydrogen project
comparable in continental scope
and technical complexity to America’s.
But most of them also believe,
along with Defense Secretary
Charles E. Wilson.. that this
country is "out ahead" of Russia in both the quantity and
quality of atomic weapons produced.
Direct intelligence of What
goes on atomically behind the
Iron Curtain consists in large
part of tales told by the winds
carrying atomized particles into
the atmosphere by Soviet nuclear tests.
These particles reveal a great
deal about the kind and efficiency
of the tested weapons. Thus this
country knows that Russia has
tested both large and small Abombs and big H-bombs.
That would be enough to make
it clear that Russia must have a
vast and far-flung mining, processing, and fabricating operation,
because that is what you need to
have to make nuclear weapons.
But the United States has other

SHELL SERVICE
lifkand Santa Clara
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Drawing Daily!

Saturday - 19

2 P.M to 10 P.M.
Yoe Need Not Be Present To Win

1Pee PRIZES

Set of 6 Libby Tumblers
given FREE with each
purchase of 8 or more
gallons of gasoline

1. 75 Gal. Premium Gasoline
2. 60 Gal. Premium Gasoliae
3. 26 Gal. Premium Gasoline
4. Set (4) Recap Tires

ADVIINTURIP

FEBRUARY

5. Elec. Kitchen Clock

FREE Balloons and Candy
for the Kiddies

;

6. Shelllubrication
7. Car Wash
IL Mac’s relish

Plus Many Other Prizes!

First Quart of Motor
Oil FREE With Change
of Motor Oil
M1 t
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P1u4 S&H Green Stamps
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San Remo
students
Has done it again for you
Direct from the historical

ISLE OF CAPRI

THE BLUE GROTTO
Has been reproduced

San Remo’s Blue Grotto Room

I

Features a Bavarian Beverage On Tap
Served by the *glass or pitcher
Dark and Light

10 oz. Glass . . . . . 15’
40 oz. Medium Pitcher 50‘
5501. Large Pitcher . . 75’
5‘ Juke Box

And Our Unsurpassed PIZZA
Hours Have Changed
Tuesday through Thursday
Friday and Saturday
Sundays

5 P.M. to 12:00 A.M.
5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M.
4 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

San Remo’s Restaurant
On Willow off Almaden
CYpross 44001

STILL GET YOUR 10% OFF ON EVERY MIA
Closed Mondays
4Ir

11,1
aniak -1.-

